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Table 1. Classification of BOMs subject to usage and structural representation 
Category Type Explanation 

Usage in 
manufacturing 
activity 

engineering BOM(eBOM) 
sales BOM(sBOM) 
green BOM(gBOM) 
manufacturing BOM(mBOM) 
process BOM(pBOM) 
service BOM(asBOM) 
 

show product function hierarchically 
calculate pre-estimated cost of products 
describe material information of products 
describe manufacturing sequence and relation 
show manufacturing process information of products 
show disassembly sequence of products for 
maintenance and remanufacturing 

Structural 
representation 

Traditional BOM(T-BOM) 
Modular BOM(M-BOM) 
 
Percentage BOM(P-BOM) 
Variant BOM(V-BOM) 
Generic BOM(G-BOM) 
 

represent BOM structure independently by products 
manage the modules grouping with common and option 
components 
show the ratio of components in products 
represent a lof of options with a BOM structure 
make the relations among options rules and generate 
BOMs with options 

 
The sBOM, created in the phase of product planning, is formulated by referring to BOMs of existing 
similar products available, being usually utilized to approximately predicting precosting. Meanwhile, 
the eBOM, created in the phase of product designing, is a recipe for manufacture by containing 
profiles, listings and quantities of all parts/components and detailing their structural functions in 
relation to a finished product. In particular, an engineering BOM is generally called simply as a BOM 
since it provides core information to the fullest for the subsequent manufacturing process. The gBOM 
is introduced with an aim to robustly respond to the international environmental regulations by further 
containing information on materials of product ingredients to the concept of eBOM. The mBOM, 
created in the phase of process designing, includes, in addition to on the eBOM, parts list required for 
manufacture, assembly relationship and sequence of parts in a batch, stock information and ways of 
utilizing alternative products. The pBOM contains more information based on mBOM such as 
information on facility engaged in manufacture of each parts, work method and process conditions. 
The asBOM being created specifically for after servicing mainly relates to the parts’ characteristics 
management in conjunction with product maintenance by identifying serviceable or replaceable parts 
and their warranty policies. A number of researches by far have proposed bills of materials depending 
on usage, but there are multiple nomenclatures in naming a BOM having the same usage. This study is 
to present a BOM-centric product data management system to support the product development by 
focusing on four typical types of BOMs subject to usage - that is, eBOM, gBOM, mBOM and pBOM. 

2. Usage and management of BOMs 

2.1 BOMs in an enterprise 
Diverse forms of BOMs are under utilization for discrete manufacturing activity in most companies, 
but each BOM, although free definable, has an information system different with each other in a 
fashion seemingly independent. It is an enterprise-BOM that is developed in an attempt to manage and 
integrate individually scattered BOMs in a systematic manner. That is, the enterprise-BOM indicates 
the enterprise-wide integrated data management of individual BOMs by the manufacturer in regard to 
product specifications and parts data throughout the product life cycle. 
The core characteristics of the enterprise-BOM is connectivity and uniqueness of information, where 
the former pertains to linking and maintaining both product specifications information and parts 
information closely in all stages of defining products and parts, while the latter pertains to sustaining 
the latest fresh information on product specifications and parts in an integrated management system to 
allow all such information to be utilized without temporal and spatial limitations [SIEMENS PLM 
Software 2006], [Jeong 2007]. Seo et al. proposed a construction methodology that aims to manage 
dispersed product information under the complicated collaboration process by applying the concept of 
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enterprise-BOM [Seo 2011], in which the Zachman Framework was employed to integrate all product 
information relating to enterprise BOM in a corporate dimension [Zachman and Sowa 1992]. Kim 
proposed the framework of enterprise BOM structure in automobile industry [Kim 2007], and Li 
developed the enterprise BOM appropriate for aerospace industry [Li et al. 2008]. 

2.2 Transform and usage of BOMs 
A variety of researches have been made on transformation of BOMs even up to now, most of which 
have been focused mainly on transforming eBOM into mBOM [Chang et al. 1997], [Ou-Yang and Pei 
1999], [Ou-Yang and Cheng 2003], [Liu et al. 2005], [Xu et al. 2007]. What is in common in 
conventional studies is that eBOM should be preliminarily designed prior to mBOM and the 
information on assembling sequence among parts be added in transforming eBOM into mBOM. These 
days researches extend transformation into pBOM inclusive of manufacturing information beyond 
mBOM [Liu and Sun 2009]. 
The main purpose of BOM transformation is to efficiently manage BOMs in the level of 
organizational information systems such as MRP (Material Resource Planning), PLM (Product 
Lifecycle Management) and PDM (Product Data Management). Therefore, integrating transformed 
BOMs into the enterprise information system has lately received much attention in researches [Zhu et 
al. 2007], [Meng et al. 2007], [Liu and Sun 2009]. 

2.3 Integrated management of BOMs 
The manufacturing process is divided into design stage and production stage in a broad sense, where 
eBOM is utilized as reference information for the former and mBOM for the latter. This implies that 
key BOMs typically adopted by a manufacturing enterprise will be eBOM and mBOM [Yu-xin 2009]. 
All other forms of BOMs except them are subtypes derived from these two generic BOMs. BOMs 
specified for sales, product planning and response to environment regulations are branched from 
eBOM, while BOMs dedicated to production and assembly, packing, transportation, installation and 
after-servicing are rooted from mBOM. In this context, since mBOM is a creature generated by 
adding, deleting or transforming the eBOM as appropriate, the eBOM shall act as criteria when 
transforming it into mBOM. 
The BOM-centric product data management proposed by this study commences tracing back to the 
concept of enterprise-BOM. In this sense, the study primarily defines four typical forms of BOMs - 
eBOM, gBOM, mBOM and pBOM - that are widely used in the process for product development, and 
then extract the correlation amongst them to propose a BOM-centric management system as a means 
of accomplishing systematic and integrated data management of those four BOMs. In addition, the 
study discusses gBOM derived from eBOM to respond to international environmental regulations that 
become hot issues, and suggests pBOM to manage detailed process information of each parts based on 
mBOM. If the BOM-centric data management system proposed by this study is put into practice, it is 
possible to perform modification, alteration and transformation of BOMs in an integrated and 
consistent way. 
Of course, large-size global manufacturers have constructed refined management systems specific to 
their own product development environment and put them, including solutions as well, into 
application to their worldwide networks. In the context what is meant by this study is to propose a 
BOM-centric management system that is able to be realistically and easily utilizable by small and 
medium manufacturing enterprises (SMMEs) which are relatively less competitive in terms of 
procurement of investment and manpower. 

3. BOM-centric product data management 

3.1 BOMs in design stage 
As depicted in Figure 1-a), eBOM represents hierarchical structuring relations between an end product 
and its individual components/parts in view of product functionality, usually containing technical 
information as well as parts profile, listing and quantity. Therefore, it is formulated in the product 
design stage, being utilized as reference in the succeeding manufacturing process. It is needless to say 
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that, once an alteration of design has been made, the eBOM to be refe
accordingly altered along with all information thereon to be modified as appropriate. In this regard, if 
such change or modification is missed in part or incompletely carried out, the outcome will likely be a 
failure such as u
As shown in Figure 1
and its individual parts to the conceptual eBOM so as to be green compliant to international 
environmental regulations for
designer is able to identify material distribution, whether toxic substance is included and ratio of 
reusable material. Based on this, the designer will finally conduct optimization of
totally relying on it. In addition to such usage, gBOM is also used to prove no inclusion of any 
toxic/dangerous material infringing relevant regulations applicable in the pertinent sales territory.

3.2 BOMs in production stage
mBOM is the hierarchical representation describing assembly sequence and reguirements of 
components. 
manufacturing, deleting meaningless modules in fabrication,
production sequence based on eBOM. Figure 2
consisted of with module #1 including part #1 and 2, and module #2 comprising part #3, 4, and 5. As 
depicted in Figure 2
it is no meaning in fabrication, the module #3 is added to assemble the part #3 and 4, and the part #5 
and 6 is also added to manufacture the product.
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A pBOM is a type of BOM that further includes detailed process information on end products, 
modules and parts, which might be advanced from the concept of mBOM. Whereas in the past 
manufacturing process related information required separate documen
work order sheets and the like, the latest management system toward BOM
management requires the concept of pBOM integrating manufacturing process information together 
with mBOM. The conceptual differenc
b) and 2-

3.3 Relation between BOMs
As described before, the eBOM figures out the hierarchical structure among parts including general 
information on parts. A gBOM goes further by adding material i
eBOM to cope with international standards on the environment such as WEE
which it contains information on criteria, material, reuse/utilization, weight, percentage, etc. 
Meanwhile, a mBOM refers to
necessary for process design. A pBOM has a feature of adding information on manufacturing process 
of each parts to the concept of pBOM.
In order to perform transformation among BOMs that
development, it is vital to input information of eBOM as the most fundamental basis, which implies 
that the eBOM is reborn to be gBOM while passing through material designing or mBOM while 
passing through process design
fittest to the manufacturing procedure/sequence and adding or deleting modules and parts required for 
manufacturing process. With one step forward, the pBOM is created by adding detailed inf
manufacturing process with respect to each parts to the concept of mBOM. Such transformation in 
between a series of BOMs is made selectively as intended by executors. For example, those interested 
in manufacture will transform the eBOM into the
regulations will transform the eBOM into the gBOM.

With regards to transformation of gBOM, the tree structure of eBOM itself remains unchanged, 
information on materials is to be added as per each parts positioned at last nodes. The information to 
be added for such transformation includes information on materials, content of toxic/harmful 
substances, rate of reuse and utilization, weights, rela
shows the relationship between eBOM and gBOM. To summarize, in order for eBOM to be 
transformed into gBOM, it is required that information associated with the environment regulations be 
linked with lower
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Likewise, information on assembling sequence of parts is needed to make eBOM to be transformed 
into mBOM, where the tree structure of eBOM is to be m
accordance with the sequence for production and parts assembly. The pBOM needs information on 
production process of parts and assembly process of modules in addition to the concept of mBOM. In 
the context the
ideas of how parts are produced, while the information on assembly process will be connected to 
nodes of each product and modules to provide schematics of how parts are ass
how a pBOM is formed by adding information on production process to the concept of mBOM.

Figure 6 refers to transformations of eBOM, gBOM, mBOM and pBOM by taking a 
pencil as 
mechanical pencil comprises a total of 15 parts including case, cover and tube, where design 
information of those parts is able to be represented in a form of eBOM. If the eBOM,
connected to lower hierarchical parts with addition of material information, it is transformed into 
gBOM. Only when such transformation into gBOM is completed, a user is ready to judge suitability of 
relevant environmental regulations app
calculating content of its ingredients (materials) and verifying whether harmful material is included. 
The mBOM is created by way of adding information on assembly sequence as well as two process
parts to the formulated eBOM. As shown in Figure 6, mBOM and eBOM have parts assembly 
sequences different with each other, and 6 parts out of them are in advance assembled to form a 
socket. In particular, #16 part, that is lubricant, is added in the cours
in which it does not indicate a specific functional part in design, but indicates a process parts needed 
additionally in the assembly sequence. A finished product is to be made by assembling the socket 
module with parts #10
lastly affixing a part #17 that is a label to the product.

Likewise, information on assembling sequence of parts is needed to make eBOM to be transformed 
into mBOM, where the tree structure of eBOM is to be m
accordance with the sequence for production and parts assembly. The pBOM needs information on 
production process of parts and assembly process of modules in addition to the concept of mBOM. In 
the context the information on production process will be connected to nodes of each parts to give 
ideas of how parts are produced, while the information on assembly process will be connected to 
nodes of each product and modules to provide schematics of how parts are ass
how a pBOM is formed by adding information on production process to the concept of mBOM.
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calculating content of its ingredients (materials) and verifying whether harmful material is included. 
The mBOM is created by way of adding information on assembly sequence as well as two process
parts to the formulated eBOM. As shown in Figure 6, mBOM and eBOM have parts assembly 
sequences different with each other, and 6 parts out of them are in advance assembled to form a 
socket. In particular, #16 part, that is lubricant, is added in the cours
in which it does not indicate a specific functional part in design, but indicates a process parts needed 
additionally in the assembly sequence. A finished product is to be made by assembling the socket 
module with parts #10
lastly affixing a part #17 that is a label to the product.

Likewise, information on assembling sequence of parts is needed to make eBOM to be transformed 
into mBOM, where the tree structure of eBOM is to be m
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how a pBOM is formed by adding information on production process to the concept of mBOM.
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calculating content of its ingredients (materials) and verifying whether harmful material is included. 
The mBOM is created by way of adding information on assembly sequence as well as two process
parts to the formulated eBOM. As shown in Figure 6, mBOM and eBOM have parts assembly 
sequences different with each other, and 6 parts out of them are in advance assembled to form a 
socket. In particular, #16 part, that is lubricant, is added in the cours
in which it does not indicate a specific functional part in design, but indicates a process parts needed 
additionally in the assembly sequence. A finished product is to be made by assembling the socket 
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lastly affixing a part #17 that is a label to the product.

Likewise, information on assembling sequence of parts is needed to make eBOM to be transformed 
into mBOM, where the tree structure of eBOM is to be m
accordance with the sequence for production and parts assembly. The pBOM needs information on 
production process of parts and assembly process of modules in addition to the concept of mBOM. In 

information on production process will be connected to nodes of each parts to give 
ideas of how parts are produced, while the information on assembly process will be connected to 
nodes of each product and modules to provide schematics of how parts are ass
how a pBOM is formed by adding information on production process to the concept of mBOM.
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sequences different with each other, and 6 parts out of them are in advance assembled to form a 
socket. In particular, #16 part, that is lubricant, is added in the cours
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Figure 6. An example of BOMs
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into mBOM, where the tree structure of eBOM is to be m
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providing information on inclusion of harmful material or not in a product, its content and reuse rate. 
In addition, it renders
information based on the result calculated, while managing certificates compliant to environment 
regulations along with manuals on decomposition of recyclable materials that are usab
of products.
The standards management pertains to creation/management of material information standardized for 
companywide common use by determining and registering official nomenclatures and division codes 
as to materials. It specifically 
recycling, inclusion of harmful material and content, and also offers functions of providing original 
scripts of environmental regulations set forth by each country and managing import
Figure 8 shows examples of screen images as to major functions available in a management module 
for gBOM.
Figure 8
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mBOM from eBOM as follows: a) eBOM made
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final mBOM completed.
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by adding parts and intermediate modules required in the production phase. The pBOM includes 
process information as to detailed processes in addition to the concept of mBOM, which is devised 
aiming for integrated management of production information and process information. 
This study initially defines gBOM and pBOM based on existing eBOM and mBOM and grasps 
understanding of differences among BOMs. Based on output gained from such literature research, the 
study attempted to design a modeling to support BOM-to-BOM transformation. In consequence, the 
study successfully designed and implemented a BOM-centric product data management system 
capable of managing aforesaid four typical types of BOMs and helping make their transformation to 
be made easily in accordance with in-field demands. In addition, the study applied the implemented 
prototype system to a few cases actually to know more about usefulness and effectiveness of the 
system. 
Resulting from applying the developed BOM-centric PDM system to diverse cases in reality and 
successfully commercializing it, the system modeled herein is proven so reliable and effectively 
useful. Despite the foregoing, further researches to enhance its usefulness must be undertaken in the 
future by continuously converging the requirements of users and reflecting them to the system. In this 
sense, it is needed to enter into research to enlarge the scope of application by including to the BOM-
centric PDM system, let alone aforementioned 4 types of BOMs, other various types of BOMs and 
transformation information as might be demanded in the product planning phase and post-production 
phases. 
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